"Turkey Shoot"
A Thanksgiving Skirmish Game by Wing of Sephiroth
Hunters
All hunters pick 1 template and 1 ability
Hunter attacks have a base range of 9"
Hunter Templates
Rifleman
ATK: 4
DEF: 3
SPD: 2
HP: 4
Accurate: Reroll 1's with attacks

Shotgunner
ATK: 3
DEF: 4
SPD: 2
HP: 4
Scatter Shot: If attacking an enemy within 4" with no cover, may also make a free attack on any enemy within 3" of the main target that is also within 4" of the Shotgunner

Dual Pistolier
ATK: 2
DEF: 3
SPD: 3
HP: 4
Double Pistols: May make 2 attacks against the same or different target with each attack action.

Hunter Traits
Precise Aim: May sacrifice a move to increase their next attacks bonus by 1/2 their attack stat
Swift: Reroll 1's for move
Medic: May spend an action to attempt to heal, treated as an ATK 1 against their own Def, if sucessful, regain 1 HP
Evade: May make a free 1" move any time an enemy makes an unsucessful attack on your hunter
Track: Each time you attack a target, you gain a bonus equal to the number of times you had previously targeted that enemy (Maximum bonus increase of 1/round/target)

"Turkeys"
1d6 raptors enter the field every round. Maximum of 6 times the number of players may be in the field at any point.
Velociraptors
ATK: 2
DEF: 3
SPD: 3
HP: 2
Pounce: A raptor within double his speed roll of a hunter may move adjacent to the Hunter and attack.
Melee: Raptors may only attack adjacent enemies
Pack Instinct: Raptors gain a +1 ATK for each additional raptor adjacent to their target.

Supplies
·	1 8-sided die (D8)
·	2-3 6-sided die (D6) per player
·	Up to 24 raptor tokens/minis
·	Up to 4 hunter tokens
·	Ruler/Measuring tape
·	Paper & pencil for marking stats
·	3'x3' play area
·	Terrain suitable for use

Stat Definitions
ATK:  Number of D6 rolled when making an attack
DEF: Number of D6 rolled when defending from an attack
SPD: Number of D6 rolled to determine distance moveable in a move action
HP: Ammount of damage that can be taken before a unit is dead.

Play
·	Each player may place 1d6 pieces of terrain, no piece should cover more space than a 3" diameter, however multiple pieces may be connected.
·	Hunters set up within 2" of the middle of the play area
·	Players roll a d6 to determine initiative, lowest roll then rolls to determine arrival of raptors for that turn.
·	Roll D8 for each raptor to determine entrance postion. (Each number represents a corner or the center of a side of the play area.
·	Players have two actions, each action is either a move or attack.
·	After the hunters act, the raptors act, each advancing upon the nearest Hunter to their current position. In the event of a tie, players roll for control and the raptor moves towards the one with the lowest roll.
·	Each hunter has 3 lives, when all of their HP is gone they lose a life and respawn in the center of the play area
·	Each time a Hunter kills a raptor, he gains a point.
·	The game ends when there is only 1 Hunter remaining.
·	The last hunter gains 1d6/2 (round up) points per life he still has
·	Winner is the hunter with the most points at the end of the game.

Attacking
Attacker rolls a number of d6 equal to their ATK and the defender rolls a number of d6 equal to their DEF. If the attack total matches or beats the defense total, the attack hits. If the ATK rolls have 2 or more 6's rolled, the attack deals 2x damage.

Terrain
Clear: No modifications, this terrain does not count as terrain and is baseline for the play area
Difficult: -1 per SPD die roll, +1 DEF against attacks from enemies with any portion of this terrain type between it and the attacker (This covers woods, hills, or similar)
Impassable: Impossible to move through or attack through. Counts as 2x its size when covering terrain space. (Boulders, ruins)

